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Structural Poetry

On the Interaction of Architects and Structural Engineers

By Gregory Kingsley, Ph.D., P.E.

Introduction
By way of introduction, I am a practicing structural engineer and a principal at KL&A Inc. Structural Engineers and Builders in Denver, Colorado. As far back
as I can remember (roughly back to the LEGO® stage of my early childhood development), I wanted to be an architect or structural engineer. When I
graduated from high school, I sought out only universities that had programs in Architectural Engineering, thinking that I might become a part of a brave new
generation of structural engineers who were also architects. I had a keen interest in both professions, and it seemed logical – actually, obvious – to do both.

As it turned out, it was difficult to build such a broad skill set – and harder still to find a place to practice them all at once (only a few, like Santiago Calatrava,
have pulled it off). Upon that hard realization, I changed course and set out to become a structural engineer; I have maintained my interest in architecture,
however, while at the same time trying to close the gap between designers (both architects and their consultants) and builders.

I have spent many years ruminating on the interactions between architects and engineers and, in general, the fractured nature of the construction industry. What
follows are some thoughts on the nature of the industry and, presuming an audience of primarily architects of all types, some ideas on how best to engage a
structural engineer to your benefit, as well as how to make our interactions creative and productive.

Industry Changes
A world of change was introduced to the design and construction industries in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. First and foremost, it used to be more
difficult to identify separate design and construction industries. The tradition of the master builder pervaded the industry until things began to fracture in
earnest in the early 1900s. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the designers themselves splintered into multiple disciplines, leaving us today with the
large cast of players we see on most projects of size (architect; structural engineer; mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineers; interior designer; landscape
architect … the list goes on). Even though I have achieved some incremental success in bringing some of these elements together, the multi-disciplined nature
of design is here with us to stay.

Nature of the Engineer’s Design Challenge
I think the first step of the process is to attempt to put myself in the mind of the architect as much as possible in order to understand the constraints on the
design. While I am no architect, it serves me well to develop a sense of empathy for what the architect is trying to achieve. Many complaints about structural
engineers stem from their seeming inattentiveness to the overall design objective. The most famous example, of course, is the engineer who places a column
through the kitchen sink with the simple objective of making the structure sensible and economical – yet with complete disregard for the use of the space.

Assuming we can move past such obvious oversight, my advice to engineers is to ask the question: “What color is the structure?” This simple question, though
seemingly unrelated to structural concerns, inevitably sets the tone for the engineer’s interest in the finished product of the design. Knowing its color
establishes a foundation for understanding of the whole instead of a single aspect of a complex design problem. Understanding how finishes meet up with one
another, how a space should feel to the occupant and what the views are, all inform the nature of the structural materials, framing directions and grid
dimensions.

The goal is not only to understand architectural aesthetic requirements, but also to take interest in the countless other aspects of the building: to design
holistically. Structure is not just about strength and deflection: it is also about acoustics, sustainability, order, visual procession, vibrations, craft,
constructability, cost, construction sequence and scheduling, and, if all is in alignment, architecture itself.

Relationship of Architecture to Structure
With the industrial revolution came a host of new materials for architects to work with, and with them, some compelling arguments to change the whole nature
of construction and architecture. The use of cast iron, wrought iron, and eventually steel revolutionized structure and architecture by introducing lightness and
thinness to buildings – a complete shift from the heavy, massive nature of masonry construction. Steel’s unforeseen ratio of strength to weight suddenly
allowed buildings to reach much higher. Slender, vertical forms became possible. Similarly, the development of reinforced concrete unchained architectural
form from post, beam and arch, allowing a virtually unlimited possibility of form. Like steel, the invention of the concrete flat plate floor permitted thin, long-
span floors without exterior structural walls, thus completely changing the notion of building skin. Forward thinkers like Corbusier laid out a vision for gridded
post and slab structures, the vertical structure held back and independent of the skin, which continues to drive building form to this day.

During this period, architects worked to explore the possibilities of the new materials and exploit the newfound freedom of space and light that these structural
systems allowed. With more than a century of such exploration behind us, it seems many architects now yearn to be free even of those constraints. Some are
exploring form in the absence of structural criteria whatsoever, and then challenging engineers to bring these forms into being in the physical world. Obvious
examples are Gehry, Hadid and Libeskind. The driver, for many designers, has moved from material (engineering) to form (sculpture). And as I write, a still
newer generation of materials – plastics and fiber reinforced composites – are allowing the consideration of still less conventional forms, ones with little
structural or physical basis, to be realized.

Another approach is used by Santiago Calatrava. A brilliant designer, unbound by tradition or even the laws of statics (many of his structures move), he has
produced a remarkably unique body of work. But for those familiar with engineering principles – or even the forms found in the natural structure of leaves,
shells and bugs – it is simple to see at the heart of every Calatrava design a clear expression of a fundamental structural idea. To my mind, his work often looks
like the work of a structural engineer who is also an architect and a sculptor – awe-inspiring not only in its lightness and elegance but also in its honesty and
clarity. No trickery or false front on a scaffold is required.



And now a new challenge is upon us in the form of sustainable construction. It remains to be seen what innovations will unfold when the motivating force
behind design is not only the economical use of material, but in fact re-use of material, thermal mass, system integration and minimization of waste – not to
mention making buildings that will last for generations.

Architectural Approaches to Structure
I have been extremely fortunate to work with a wide variety of talented architects, several of whom consider the honest expression of structure to be a key
element of their work. But there are many shades and differences, and each brings its own challenges and rewards. In the following sections I will touch upon
various “approaches” to working with structure, referencing some of our clients’ works as examples. I will group them under these headings:

• It’s All About Structure

• The Structure Is Elegant and Expressed

• The Structure Is Expressive and Playful

• The Structure Is Expressed Without Pretension

• The Structure Is Dramatic Yet Mysterious

• The Structure Follows the Architectural Form

• The Structure Is Economical and Unobtrusive

It’s All about Structure

Some projects are clearly centered on a structural idea; these are rare but rewarding projects for an engineer. The Benedict Music Tent in Aspen, CO, is an
excellent example. The original tent was designed by Eero Saarinen in 1949, to be replaced by Herbert Bayer’s design in 1964. Both designs were temporary
structures that were erected in the summer and removed in the fall. In 2000, Harry Teague Architects was asked to replace the temporary tent with a more
robust, year-round version with a similar atmosphere but improved acoustics. Harry and his collaborators developed the idea of a tent structure draped over a
hard shell that would improve the reverberation characteristics of the structure while maintaining the feel and lightness of a tent. Interestingly, we at KL&A
suggested several ideas to make the seating space column-free, but because the highly regarded Saarinen-Bayer tents featured four columns in and around the
seats, the new one was to retain them.

Figure 1. Benedict Music Tent, Aspen, CO: Teague tent (Photographer: Timothy Hursley)



Figure 2. Benedict Music Tent, Aspen, CO: Saarinen tent (Photographer: C. Ferenc Berko)

Another example is the Great Platte River Road Archway Monument, spanning I-80 in Nebraska with a 300-foot structure only slightly longer than its name.
Peter Dominick of 4240 Architecture (then Urban Design Group) envisioned a covered wooden bridge to contain a roadside museum. The span required steel
rather than wood, but once the architectural design team was introduced to the structural concept of a tied arch supporting two floors, they sought to bring the
structure outside the skin and added the term “archway” to its name. This structure was built entirely on one side of the road and then rolled across the highway
late one night, thus avoiding road closures during construction.

Figure 3. Great Platte River Road Archway Monument, Kearney, NE: Constructed monument (Image courtesy of the Great Platte River Archway)

Figure 4. Great Platte River Road Archway Monument, Kearney, NE: The rollout (Image courtesy of KL&A)

The Structure Is Elegant and Expressed

Carney Architects of Jackson, Wyoming has long worked to make elegantly expressed structure a part of its work. One example among many is the LSR
Preserve, a Platinum LEED visitor center south of Teton National Park. The site formerly contained a ranch owned by Laurance S. Rockefeller, but it has been
returned to the wild with the exception of the visitor center and a few outbuildings. A visit to a boathouse the day before it was dismantled revealed some
cowboy engineering in the form of king post trusses strengthened with steel rods below the bottom chord. This concept was translated to the roof structure of
the visitor center, which was gracefully executed by Spearhead Timberworks.



Figure 5. LSR Preserve, Teton County, WY (Photo courtesy of KL&A)

Figure 6. LSR Preserve, Teton County, WY (Photographer: David Swift)

Stephen Dynia Architects, also of Jackson, Wyoming, similarly strives for a particular honesty and clarity of structure that is responsive to the architectural
goals. The residence shown here required simultaneous responses to dramatic views and high seismic loads. Those conditions led to the implementation of
architectural concrete and a primarily exoskeletal structure that allowed for a glass wall facing the scenic Teton Range.

Figure 7. Private Residence in Teton County, WY (Photographer: Cameron Nielson)



Figure 8. Private Residence in Teton County, WY (Photographer: Cameron Nielson)

When Eric Logan, a principal at Carney Architects, built a modest guest house for his parents adjacent to his own home, he had a strong idea about the nature
of the structure and how it would be expressed. We worked together to balance the need for strength in high snow country (the area is also prone to
earthquakes) with an expression of lightness. The main structural beams were kept narrow by adding thin steel plates to the sides of glulam beams and
enforcing composite behavior with an array of small fasteners. The eaves were made to appear thin and light by the careful coordination of insulation and
roofing with the expressed structural system. The function of the columns to tether the roof down in high wind as well as support it under heavy snow was
expressed in a clean pin connection at the base.

Figure 9. Logan Pavilion Lounge, Jackson, WY (Photographer: Greg Hursley)

The Structure Is Expressive and Playful

Cottle Carr Yaw Architects of Basalt, Colorado achieved Gold LEED certification on the Brasada Ranch resort in part due to the extensive use of reclaimed
timbers. The architects also hoped to preserve a bit of the spirit of the local saw mill – a funky, kludged-together shed – from which the timbers originated. The
roof structure of the learning center was made from the timbers on site, much shorter than the actual span, so as to give the impression of an asymmetrical
structure constructed by a rancher using materials on hand and working without a plan. The well-liked result spawned structural ideas for trusses in other
buildings at the resort that maintain the sense that the material on hand could not quite reach the end of the span without help from some bailing wire.



Figure 10. Brasada Learning Center, Powell Butte, OR (Photographer: Will Young)

The Structure Is Expressed Without Pretension

Taxi2 is a mixed-use structure in a gritty corner of Denver, designed by a consortium of architects including Alan Eban Brown, Will Bruder, Harry Teague and
David Baker. The finishes are raw and so is the structure. In this case the structural motivation was economy, achieved by the use of an extremely light,
constructible steel structure and prefabricated stair cores from CorTek Inc. The elegance is in the economy, not in the fine detail, and the expression is not so
much a clear reading of the flow of structural forces as it is simply revealing what is there.

Figure 11. Taxi2, Denver, CO: exterior (Photographer: Patty Owens)



Figure 12. Taxi2, Denver, CO: KL&A office (Photographer: Patty Owens)

The Structure Is Dramatic Yet Mysterious

Our structural skills have certainly been tested by Antoine Predock Architect, notably in the Robert Hoag Rawlings Public Library in Pueblo, CO, and the
Highlands Pond Residence, also in Colorado. While some of the structure is expressed in the library, it is only in hints around the edges of ceilings, or in the
glimpse of truss diagonals in the windows of the two-story bridge. More likely the structure is hidden, yet inspiring, as in the cantilevered stair, the column-less
corner below the reading room or the 45-foot cantilevered trellis above. The residence is an exercise in lightness and weight, with massive architectural
concrete walls adjacent to glass floors and tall glass walls. Very little of this tells a complete story about how the structure works – in fact it is intentionally
ambiguous – but it leaves the impression that something amazing is occurring, even if you are not quite sure what it is.

Figure 13. Robert Hoag Rawlings Library, Pueblo, CO: Exterior (Image courtesy of Anderson Mason Dale Architects)

Figure 14. Robert Hoag Rawlings Library, Pueblo, CO: Cantilevered stair (Image courtesy of KL&A)



Figure 15. Highlands Pond Residence, Aspen, CO (Photographer: Timothy Hursley)

The Structure Follows the Architectural Form

Working with Gwathmey Seigel on the design of the 3-Trees Residence in Colorado presented an entirely different and unique set of constraints. Here the
expression of structure was not a priority – only the expression of form within the tight constraint of well-defined architectural datums. The goal was to make
the structure disappear, and never to violate the sense of rhythm and massing of the building. This led to a number of structural challenges, but they will never
be visible to any observer – and that will be a sign of our success.

Figure 16. 3-Trees Residence, Colorado (Model Photographer: Jock Pottle Photography)

The Structure Is Economical and Unobtrusive

By far the majority of our work seeks to be economical and well-coordinated with other building systems without being on display in any way. It must simply
work within the constraints of budget, construction schedule, architectural requirements, and so on. It is difficult to present an example of successful
achievement here, precisely because economy and unobtrusiveness do not photograph well.

One representative project might be Monarch Mills, by Studio Completiva Architects, in Denver. Here the power of post-tensioned concrete is illustrated in its
ability to accommodate the maximum number of stories in the shortest possible height while accommodating the need for balconies and different floor plate
shapes, and simultaneously meeting the need for fire rating, acoustic separation and vibration control.



Figure 17. Monarch Mills Lofts, Denver, CO (Image courtesy of KL&A)

Interaction with Structural Engineers
Each of the projects illustrated represents a collaboration of some form between architect and engineers. With the introduction of BIM technology and
innovative design/build delivery systems, the nature of that collaboration is likely to change substantially in the near future. However, some core principles
should remain consistent. With that in mind, here is some simple advice for architects on when and how to interact with engineers:

• Engage your structural team early. It is well known that decisions made early in the project can leverage effective solutions, whereas later in the project it
is much more difficult for ideas to produce significant effect.

• Trust your consultants, and take advantage of their expertise. You may be surprised when they bring something to the table that you weren’t expecting.

• Be clear with your vision. Which of the categories above describes your structure?

• Expect a lot from your engineers. If expectations are low, your consultant may well deliver on that promise.

In Conclusion
Structure may take on many forms – expressive, rhythmic, hidden, bold, shy, creative, conventional – but at the end of the day there is no denying that it is a
fundamental part of the design solution. By recognizing this early and understanding the inherent design opportunities created by structural considerations, the
design team is much more likely to realize the poetry of structure.
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